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Old Morganians  
  NEWSLETTER No. 6, MARCH 2014 

Editor: Geoff. Marchant; NB: See bottom of page 8 for all contact details. 
 

Editorial – This edition will be used to try to 
catch up significantly with the back-log of 
correspondence which members have been good 
enough to provide, and are probably wondering 
if they will ever see in print! One thing I must do 
before that though is to again record our grateful 
thanks to Peter Tinney for agreeing to speak at 
very short notice at our 2013 dinner and to make 
you all aware that there is a picture of him in 
action on this page! 
Also, the school bell enquiries have produced 
the following results: 
On Friday the 13th Sept. 2013 I had a very 
encouraging e-mail from Taunton bell hanger 
Bob Parker in response to a photograph of the 
old bell still in its grimy white-painted state, in 
which he said he thought he knew the founder 
and that the date, 1692 (8?), cast on it was about 
correct for that founder. He was making further 
enquiries and would be back in touch. I waited 
for the mystery to unfold!   
In the meantime my enquiries from old school 
members solicited many “can’t remember”s but 
also the information that it must have appeared 
at DMS in about 1952 and was out of use by 
1973?? – was that because it had been painted 
and was no longer able to be heard at a suitable 
distance, we will probably never know. DMS 
Old Boy Chris Lawrence said that the ‘new’ 
school had had an electric bell system ‘built-in’, 
but not many can confirm ever hearing it, or 
remember seeing the electric bells or buzzers in 
each room, but some thought they could, 
although they were not used very regularly in 
their schooldays. Others said they simply didn’t 
exist! Another memory by a couple of old boys 
was that there had also been a small bell, with 
cord to ring it, above the west door, facing the 
bike-sheds and that Jack Lawrence used to ring 
that at the end of the lunch-time break, or use a 
whistle instead – see Ray Haines account of  
Jack getting pelted with snowballs there when 
we get to Ray’s memoirs! Other lads 
remembered Jack or Sam Napper ringing a 
handbell around the Quad at change of lessons. 
Again in RH’s memoirs he states that this was 
often necessary as the big bell wouldn’t ring 

because some dear young pupils had succeeded 
in gaining un-noticed access to the roof and 
tying the clapper! In addition, as the bell-chord 
came through a window which had to be closed 
at night, it no doubt broke quite often too. 
True to his promise Bob Parker came back to me 
and said he thought that the date was genuine 
and that it was probably cast by John Pennington 
of Tavistock; but where was it until 1952??? 
It has now been sand-blasted. An Old Morganian 
in the trade had offered to do this free of charge 
and I can now disclose that this was Mark 
Hamblin (DMS 1964 entry.). Many thanks to 
him. Taunton Bell-hanger Bob Parker also 
offered to do this free of charge. 
R.I.Ps: I apologise for omitting the following from the 
October Newsletter (they were acknowledged at the 
dinner)…Joe Acreman; Derek Clarke; Brian Yendole. 
Also, OM Alan Kennedy (DMS 1944-48) died 
peacefully at Musgrove Park Hospital on 7th. January, 
2014. R.I.P. (Thanks to his daughter, Carol Fursland, 
for telling us.) 
 
NB!! See Back page for new OM Secretary!! 
Also see Addendum for more bell news & news of the 
late Lord Biffen’s book. 
 

 
Delayed Correspondence: I have to point out 

 

Peter Tinney addressing the assembled OMs at the 
dinner at The Tudor Hotel Bridgwater on Saturday 
21st. September, 2013. Photo: Tom Lancastle on his 
brother’s camera – many thanks Tom & Bryan. Lots 
more of Tom’s dinner photos on drmorgans.com 
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straight away that there was a lot more received 
from Rodger Richards than I printed in the Oct. 
2013 newsletter but in view of the preferred page 
layout for his DMS memories you will find all 
that on page 3 together with his introductory 
letter. From Peter Day, a very distant relative of 
my brother Clive and myself, came this: 
Congratulations! An excellent job with edition 
number one. I don't envy your task one bit, but 
hope you have received letters/emails of 
appreciation, you deserve it. I was somewhat 
flattered to be mentioned re the cycling episode, 
and during my working years here in 
Cheltenham did in fact do a 10 mile return 
journey almost daily. Now (if it isn't raining), I 
do a 15 mile circuit about three times a week in 
an attempt to prevent the circulation system 
grinding to a halt, anyhow enough of that. You 
can't of course act as an information bureau 
about who did what and when, but I am 
particularly interested in someone called Peter 
Window, who you may remember, he lived in 
North Newton and I always remember being 
very impressed with his engineering expertise, 
he was the only person I know who had two 
headlamps attached to his bike and actually 
rigged up a dipping device when approaching 
cars! He was you may remember an 
accomplished violinist, a favourite of Glyn Rees 
of course. I last saw him walking along in 
Cheltenham, some years ago, we exchanged 
surprise at seeing one another, but exchanged 
pleasantries and he told me he was living in 
Leamington Spa. I believe he is no longer with 
us, if you have any info about him I would be 
interested. Hope to see you in September 
Regards Peter. Well I was also somewhat 
flattered by Peter’s praise for OM Newsletter 
No.1, but managed to get my head through the 
‘office’ door to compose: Sorry, Peter, the name 
Peter Window and his exploits don't mean a 
thing to me - but I will ask Clive who was 4 
years above me. Yes, have had contact from 
Roger Richards, Trevor Davies, and a few 
others. "Heritage afternoon" at Haygrove School 
(DMS) Sat 14th July and the exhibition shown 
there will be at the Blake Museum Sept 10th to 
Oct. 6th, I'm informed (I suspect minus the 2 big 
"Honours" boards which were saved from 
destruction.) That account with your name in it 
originally appeared in the DMA newsletter, as I 

think I said. Many thanks for the kind words and, 
yes, DV, see you in Sept at the dinner, (Clive has 
booked too) and we aim to be there Sat week too. 
Geoff.16.07.12 Then a message passed on by 
Mike Dodden: From David White (DMS 46-50) 
02.07.12 "I did thoroughly enjoy the newsletter 
with its many "flashbacks". Perhaps you would 
be able to convey to "young" Geoff Marchant 
some appreciation for his labours, albeit I guess 
labours of love!" Isn’t it great to get 
appreciation like that! Many thanks David, and 
as so many who contact me, I can’t even put a 
face to David! So please, anyone who sends in 
snippets, please do make yourself known at the 
next dinner we both attend. Then came the 
request from Jenny McCubbin to fill in a 
questionnaire re life at DMS and headed “The 
pupils of the Year 7 (first year) History Group at 
Haygrove School, Bridgwater, formerly known 
as Dr. Morgan’s Grammar School, are curious to 
know from you what it was like to be a pupil at 
the school in the 1930s.” (My bold text!!) Well 
as I wasn’t even a gleam in my father’s eye in 
the 1930s, I hastened to change that to “the 
1950s” but also sent in the late Ron Short’s 
account of the move from Mount Street – see this 
Mar, ’14 Newsletter, page 7. The list of 
questions, and my own answers, will be kept on 
file to print one day when I am short of your 
news, as with my own ‘life after DMS’ report! I 
sent a few copies of the questions around to later 
Old Boys and those returned to Jenny were on 
show at the Open Day, and no doubt filed away 
at Haygrove for future reference. Then 11.09.12, 
from our Sec., Dick Raymond (printed here just 
to remind you how much goes on behind the 
scenes by committee members AND that Dick 
wanted to retire as Secretary and we now have 
a replacement, see p.8): Hi Geoff, Nothing too 
much to report on last night’s meeting. Absent were 
Mike, Ralph, Tony, and yourself. We went through 
all the arrangements I had done, table placings, 
notices, menu cards etc., which everyone seemed 
happy with. I’m confirming the number of chairs 
needed on Friday for 8.30 delivery on Saturday and 
will firm up catering needs this afternoon as they 
have to order meats etc. Anyone who cancels after 
today we will have to pay for. I will pick up Bill’s 
memorabilia from Tony and bring it all to the School 
at 8.30am Saturday. Colin has volunteered to help set  
it up in the selected classroom. The greeters (Colin 
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and Ray) are aiming to be at the School at 6 pm as will I. I will stay at the School until the Caterers arrive at which 
stage I will go home for a rest in a darkened room. I will be back on Sunday at 10 am for the furniture to be 
collected and to remove the Memorabilia and tablecloths.There shouldn’t be a need for you to come in early, but 
thanks for the offer. Oh and I picked up the lapel badges from Mike today and they will be given out by Tom 
Lancastle and Tony in the Crush Hall together with the listing of who is sitting where. Bill is going to see if he can 
get Jeff Searle from the Mercury to take a photograph but if you or your friend have a camera it would be good to 
have a back up and for casual shots to be taken. We are trying to get the photograph of Peter Braine’s presentation 
of the John Biffen Award from the College but they are not the swiftest of movers. Let me know if you require any 
more info.  
By the way I have told the Committee that I will do my 2 years as Secretary but I will then be 80 and I don’t 
think that it is sensible for me or the Committee that they have a doddery old sod as Secretary as it will be 
much easier for it to be handed over in a controlled way than because I am ill, or even worse, dead! See you 
Saturday- if I last that long!! Dick 11.09.12”   
And then on a few days later,again from Dick: “Hi All, Bill has got Andy from the Mercury to come along and take 
a photograph and he is going to take candid shots as well. I don’t know what the arrangement is as to whether we 
have to pay for the candid shots so we will have to suss that out on Saturday. Geoff- do you fancy doing a write up 
which you could give him so he could get both in the Mercury. If not, I will do it but I am rather awash with all the 
other things that I have to do for the dinner so it would be a great help if you could. If you ring me I can provide 
any detail that you may want. Don’t make it daytime on Thursday ‘cos I work but I am about today, Thursday from 
6 ish and in most of Friday.” Well we did all that, the photographer came and went, but we saw nothing in the 
paper of report or pictures! – Ed.) Dick continued: “The next committee date is the 29th October 2012 at which we 
will review the dinner, the financial results of that and our current situation plus pull together thoughts for next 
year’s dinner, speaker etc., plus anything else that may have arisen. Please put it in your diary. See you all ( except 
Bill ) at the dinner! Dick ”. Well now I can go back to Roger Richard’s letter and memoirs, sent in 15.06.12: “Thanks for 
the prompt response.  I have sent in my notes to Jenny McCubbin but thought that I should change it a bit to clarify some 
things that wouldn't be as obvious to Haygrove pupils as they were to us DMS lads.  In doing this I realised several significant 
mistakes which I have amended and I attach the revised version for later use in the Newsletter.  Sorry to be a pain but there 
were a couple of things that just couldn't be understood, so I would be grateful if you would discard what I sent earlier this 
week (dated 13 June) and use the attached revised version.  
After writing to you I found time to properly read the latest Newsletter and in particular the notes you wrote on your career etc.  
I was most interested most in your times at Cardiff, Glascoed and Bristol Aerojet.  I spent most of my career working at Royal 
Ordance, initially at Bridgwater then in their HQ at Chorley followed by being moved back to Bridgwater as the site manager 
in 1992. My first job (1975) at B'water was on the Rocket Motor section.  I guess we were filling rocket motors that you made 
e.g. Goslings that were used as boost motors on the Thunderbird/Bloodhound anti aircraft systems.  We also took metal parts 
from what we knew as RO Cardiff and used our big supplies of nitric acid (used for manufacture of most explosives) and 
dissolved out the highly toxic Beryllium.  Whilst manager of the Bridgwater site I regularly visited RO Glascoed and got to 
know a lot of people there.  Essentially we made the high explosives and RO Glascoed and Chorley filled them into bombs, 
shells etc. After I left RO at the end of 1998 I worked for 6 years in the computer chip industry and finally 2004 - 2010 on the 
academic staff at Cranfield University. I thought that RO had a brilliant management training system - I hope that you 
benefitted from it!  
I had better get back to my chores - my wife thinks I am booking a holiday! Best wishes, Roger.” …and I just hope I have got 
the right report here and not the one I should have discarded! – Ed. 

 
Roger Richards (1958-1963) – Personal Memories of Early Years at DMS 

  a)1959-60      b)1961-62                c)1962       d) 21.10.13 
Day one 

• Roger Evans and I stood in the corridor alongside the cloakroom and everyone else seemed to know each 
other – we were the only boys from Eastover Primary School which at that time took most of the boys from 
Sydenham Estate. Two pupils passing the ‘11 Plus’ was a good year for Eastover but of course from 
schools on the west side of Bridgwater 10 or 15 had passed, so they all knew each other. 
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• We were one of the first years to have navy blue rather than vermillion blazers but only one shop in 
Bridgwater sold them (at what to my family was a very high price). I soon worked out that pupils from 
poorer families could readily be identified; our parents had bought us blue blazers without badges, but the 
only loose badges available were those for the previous vermillion blazers and they stood out a mile! 

• I was somewhat confused when Pete Grinstead (my sporting hero whilst at DMS) asked me ‘What did you 
get?’ He eventually explained that everyone seemed to have been given a new watch or bicycle as a 
reward for getting to DMS. This would not have crossed the minds of my parents, they told me that they 
were proud that I had passed ‘The Scholarship’ and that was enough for me! 

 
Class Allocation 

• Three form entry 1F, 1X and 1Y. We soon realised we were allocated on the basis of our 11 plus results. I 
was surprised, but envious, to read recently in Roger Evans’ very interesting and amusing book ‘Somerset 
Born, Somerset Bred’ that he had received private coaching in how to pass the Eleven Plus. Although in 
the same class as him at Eastover I was completely unaware of his preparations and like most pupils the 
first I knew of what was involved in those exams was when I sat down in front of very strange question 
papers. 

• I started in 1Y and after a good showing in end of term exams was moved to 1F – the unhappiest period of 
my time at DMS. Someone had decided that 1F should be a ‘fast’ stream and take their ‘O’ Levels a year 
early but no one seems ever to have asked what the benefit of that would be?  

• It wasn’t until much later that I concluded that the teachers with the best academic qualifications had been 
chosen for 1F – but that didn’t make them the best teachers! I recall getting 0/10 for a Latin homework and 
going to the teacher (I remember his name) and asking him to explain to me where I had gone wrong to 
which he responded ‘you should have listened yesterday – go away’. This same teacher was a real 
embarrassment when he refereed rugby matches against other schools; he was a real ‘homer’ –
unreasonably biased in our favour. Compare that to my maths teacher in 1Y (‘Len’ Morley) who was a 
great teacher despite, I believe, not being a graduate (I assumed that as on speech days he didn’t wear a 
coloured gown). 

• I stayed in 1F for a term or two but eventually I saw the Headmaster with my mother and told him that if he 
didn’t put me in a different class I would leave the school – a bit radical for one so young, but I got moved 
to 1X where I was very happy! 

 
Look after those books! 

• I wonder if others can remember that we had to cover all text books with brown paper – I was hopeless at it 
but luckily my mother was always willing to do it for me. I wonder what modern day pupils would think of 
having to do that, perhaps they don’t have text books now and just use downloads on their Kindles? 

PE 
• Big emphasis initially on being ready for the following lesson. Quite rightly Mal Davies was very strict on 

this and we all had out little ways of minimising changing time like having laces already loosely tied on our 
shoes and our ties all ready to slip over our heads.  

• My family had very little money and my mother made some of my gym clothes for me, which was generally 
ok except on the occasion when I went on a cross country run in my white shorts in pouring rain and 
wondered why I was getting odd looks from people we passed in Durleigh Road – they had become 
entirely see-through!   

 
Rugby 

• At first I knew nothing about this game and despite a couple of lessons on the rules the first ‘live’ game 
(across the pitch) was total chaos. One person stood out and that was Brendon Andrews who almost 
literally ran rings around us (sign of great talent that became even clearer as the years went on). 
Somehow, initially I was selected as a centre despite being one of the slowest runners in every team I 
subsequently played for, but eventually got myself ‘promoted’ to the far superior position of prop. 

• Probably because I was quite tall for my age I got selected, as a first former, by Fairfax to play in the Junior 
House match against Hopton. Somehow I found myself on my own being faced by Andrew Keir (a very big 
third year prop/second row built like the proverbial brick ---- house) thundering towards me. Discretion got 
the better of valour and I just grabbed his shirt as he sped past and I was dragged along for what seemed 
like miles until he tripped over me and we ended up in a pile - to the spectators’ great amusement. In later 
years I played in the School First Team with Andrew and really rated him – I was convinced that he would 
have a great senior rugby career but he seemed not to play after school days, as far as I was aware. 

• I cannot praise Mal Davies highly enough for how he encouraged us in all sports, but particularly rugby, not 
too great an emphasis on winning, just doing your best, playing as a team; very important life skills. 
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Manual 
• What should have been an opportunity to learn practical skills turned out to be far from that. We spent the 

first year copying out, in pencil, pictures of tools from a text book. We all found this very boring and I could 
not believe it when at the start of the second year Glyn Rees said ‘this class didn’t do very good drawings – 
all start again’ and we did, for almost the whole of the second year!  

• Several others have written about Glyn’s way of allocating marks instead of setting exams, but it did 
actually benefit me. To begin with we were lined up according to how much we got on his nerves and the 
one at the top would be allocated e.g. 70, the next 69 etc. The next term we would be told to line up in the 
same position and he might move you up or down a few places.  Luckily one term Glyn wrote 2nd in my 
report instead of 22nd so the next time we were told to line up I duly stood in the 2nd position which didn’t 
please Tony Dunn who actually should have been there; so I graciously said ‘OK you go second and I’ll go 
third’ – I was in the top five from then on. Ofsted where were you? 

 
Swimming Pool 

• Glyn Rees had rigged up a filtering tank that needed to be filled with pebbles that he didn’t have. My class 
spent a couple of terms, when we should have been doing History with ‘Charlie’ Keys, collecting pebbles 
from around the edge of the playing fields. It was never going to work and eventually a few lorry loads were 
bought. 

• The first class in the pool each day were handed a bottle of ‘Chloros’ (blue bleach solution). We had to 
stand all around the pool and pour it in – then were told to dive in and ‘stir it up’. I don’t think ‘Elf & Safety’ 
would allow that these days! 

 
‘Feudal’ Lunches 

• The senior boys at the head of the table fetched the food from the kitchen in stainless steel containers and 
trays and then allocated the food to the remaining 8 or 9 more junior lads. On my table in the first form a 
really lively group from Cromwell House area (Druce, Crenol, Woodbury) of course made sure they got 
more than their fair share, but by the time my friends and I got to the 3rd form we were just as bad, probably 
worse. I wonder if we were not alone in this? 

• The food though was great, very much along the ‘meat and two veg’ lines. It was cooked fresh every day 
by a team of kitchen staff who were kept up to their marks by a sometimes severe lady (Mrs Shepherd?). I 
don’t think that we once had chips in my time and I still hanker after those great puddings. 

• At the start of one year when my friends and I had got ourselves up to the top of the table and having as 
usual eaten too much we got our penalty for our greed. Off we went to our first lesson of the afternoon – 
PE where a new teacher (Mike Stanton) decided we looked unfit and took us off on a cross country run; the 
results can readily be imagined! 

 
Talking Point - Grammar Schools and Social Mobility 
Eventually I hope to submit a brief piece on my later years at DMS and my subsequent career, but I just want to 
finish here on something about which I feel very strongly! 

• Boys were able to come to DMS from an enormous catchment facilitated by a really efficient public 
transport system gradually of course eaten away by the short term ‘penny-pinching’ of subsequent 
governments.  

• The system of termly exams was a great way of finding out where you stood and what you needed to work 
on to improve. By the time my sons went to secondary school it was frowned upon to give pupils a position 
in the class – too competitive! 

• There was so much that was right about Grammar Schools – selection based on merit which eventually 
made a real difference to social mobility. For some years ex Grammar School pupils were not infrequently 
occupying Government Ministerial level posts.  That wave of politicians has nearly completely gone now of 
course. 

• Was	  the	  system	  perfect?	  -‐	  no!	  It	  was	  too	  inflexible,	  not	  coping	  with	  late	  developers;	  I	  had	  several	  friends	  at	  
Bridgwater’s	  Westover	  Secondary	  Modern	  who	  should	  have	  been	  given	  the	  benefit	  of	  the	  great	  education	  I	  received	  
at	  DMS.	  There	  were	  also	  quite	  a	  few	  boys	  at	  DMS	  who	  were	  not	  really	  academic	  and	  would	  have	  been	  far	  happier	  
‘learning	  trades’.	  

Roger Richards  
 

And after all that writing we really do need a picture, so see next page!! 
Also, there are a number of photographs in the attached Addendum which covers all we know at present about the old school 

bell which, in my time in the 1950s hung by chains from the railings above Sam Napper’s (Caretaker’s) cubby hole on the 
South side of the Quadrangle. It turns out to be quite ancient, so do have a look at that. Also, our president, Bryan Lancastle, 

has a few notes there about the late Lord Biffen’s book which includes life at DMS. – Ed. 
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THE LORD BIFFEN AWARD  SEPT. 2013 (Report and photo by Dick Raymond, then Sec. of Old Morganians.           
Many Thanks, Dick - Ed.. ) 
The President of Old Morganians, Mr Bryan Lancastle made the annual presentation of the Lord Biffen Award at 
the Bridgwater College on the 4th September 2013, see photo. The recipient was Thomas Durston who attended 
Crispin School in Street before coming to the College. He achieved A levels in Mathematics A*, Chemistry A, 
Further Mathematics A, and Economics A. Thomas has gained a placement at the London School of Economics 
where he will study Economics. 
 
Further Correspondence: 
Tongue in cheek!…From Michael Fursland to Mike Dodden 17th Sept 2012:- “FW: Stella and Rose's Books: 
September Newsletter.  Hi Mike, Greetings from the Antipodes. Hope all is well in Bridgwater and with you and 
Family. 
Passing on this review of "Bonzo the Dog" from the attached book shop in the Wye Valley. I am curious as to 
whether this is the origin of Vaughan-Jones nick name. I am sure in the now expanded membership there will be 
someone who can confirm or otherwise re this. I recall the last time I saw "Bonzo" was in Taunton  and 
coincidently it was in the pub opposite County Hall. We had a most convivial chat and I am hazy now as to who 
was "shouting". Cheers, Mike.   NB. "Shouting" = Strine for getting the drinks in.   
From: newsletter@stellabooks.com  To: mguyfursland@hotmail.com 
Subject: Stella and Rose's Books: September Newsletter Rare and out of Print Books 
Date: Mon, 17 Sep 2012 20:29:38 +0100  Tel No 01291 689755Stella or 01497 820013 Rose 
If this newsletter does not display correctly please click here for the online version.  
Dear Michael, Welcome to the September newsletter from Stella and Rose's Books. The aim of our newsletter is to keep you 
informed of new information, articles and books available on our website. We hope you enjoy it. This Month - Bonzo the Dog 
- Contributed by Lorna as I sat at the shop desk, waiting for inspiration to hit me for my Theme Of The Month article, I turned 
towards the book shelves and there was Bonzo the dog smiling back at me from the cover of the 1948 Bonzo Annual and it 
was a eureka moment. I am, and always have been, a dog lover and at home, since I was 5 or 6 years old, we have always had 
at least one dog, and sometimes up to three. Bonzo always makes me smile so I decided to try and find out a little more about 
him and his creator George Studdy. Read More... Bonzo, for those not familiar with him, is adorable. He doesn't appear to be a 
particular breed - he's small, white with a few black patches, has one black ear and one white, a short stubby tale, is a little 
podgy and quite puppyish. He has lovely big eyes and a most expressive face, what's not to like! A cartoon character of a 
mischievous pup was created by George Studdy around 1911. Over the following years this character became known as the 
Studdy Dog and, from 1921, began to regularly appear in The Sketch magazine, which was published by the London 
Illustrated News. I had always assumed that if an artist drew a character numerous times he/she would have given their 
character a name or would at least choose the name but in Bonzo's case the name came from The Sketch's editor because, 
apparently, readers had been contacting him asking for the loveable character to be named. Bonzo became very popular and 
was a hit not only in Britain but all over the world. A wide range of Bonzo merchandise was produced including models, car 
mascots, jigsaws, soft toys, ashtrays, perfume bottles and many, many more products. Such was his popularity that Royal 
Worcester and Royal Doulton produced porcelain figures of the nation's favourite dog. As well as merchandise Bonzo also 
starred in advertisements for numerous products including cars, tobacco, confectionery and polish. One of the first neon signs 
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in London's Piccadilly circus featured Bonzo - he was smoking a cigarette, something you wouldn't see today due to the 
restrictions on tobacco advertising. He was also a film star, appearing in 26 short films in 1924 and 1925, the first of which 
was called Sausage Snatching Sensation!”    Well who’s going to be first to send in an opinion on that one??! – Ed. 

 
 

Memories of DMS Old Boy, the late Ronald Short (17.04.1922 – 10.04.2004) concluded. 
(Ron attended DMS c1933 – 1938 and was born 

 Enmore 1922 and as a baby was pushed out in his pram at times by my mother, May Hodge. Ed.) 
 

Chapter 4. Bridgwater 1940 
After Cannington (school) I went to Dr. Morgan’s School in Bridgwater, this being the old 

original school in Mount Street, and the headmaster being Mr. Trenchard who knew how to use the 
cane well. I became his orderly which meant that I was first in the queue at lunchtime to get his food, 
his favourite being treacle pudding. A Mrs. Munday was the cook and with her husband did the 
catering. Nearly always at lunchtime in the summer an ice-cream vendor parked his tricycle outside 
the school railings to sell to those who could afford one. He used to put “ice” on the bell and make it 
ring to impress us. One of the school pupils was a bully. I worked with him later at British 
Cellophane. I had to cycle to school from Peartwater (Spaxton) and it was a long drag home at the 
end of the day especially against a prevailing west wind; homework to do after tea, too. Our uniform 
was a scarlet blazer and cap with a badge consisting of a pestle and mortar and the letters J.M. and 
1723, the year the school was founded. I still have my cap. (This was bequeathed to your editor and 

is generally now on show at our Association dinners.- Ed.)  
 A new school was built in the late 1930s in Durleigh Road to which we moved and I remember helping to 
push a loaded hand-cart from the old to the new, a good mile! One consolation was that this school was nearer 
home. With the start of the war a boy’s school from Poplar, in London, was moved to Bridgwater and shared the 
new school. When I finished school as a pupil I went back to work in the office there for a couple of terms while 
looking for a permanent job. After trying at an insurance firm in Bristol I got a job in the Inspection department at 
British Cellophane, Bath Road, in Bridgwater. Unfortunately, this meant a longer cycle ride again and as on my 
first day there in January, 1940 it snowed and I was late for work!* 

 
 My mother had been doing some work for a Mrs Wills (of Wills Foundry, Bridgwater), who lived at 
Saltlands. The Wills moved into a house at Chilton Trinity and we then, at their invitation, shared part of it. This 
made it much closer for me to get to work, and less travelling during the dark in the ‘blackout’. It was the 
beginning of the war and from here we saw and heard the bombing raids on Cardiff and Bristol. I remained at the 
“Cellophane” factory, not passing my medical, and belonged to the firewatchers there, Luckily we did not have 
need to go into action, nothing being dropped on the site but very close. We were fortunate being in the country as 
we came by cream and perhaps a bit of lamb occasionally! As it is said “no names, no pack drill”. While at Chilton 
Trinity in the winter we often heard geese flying over to the marshes; also the owls screeching (hooting). There was 
the brick and tile factory with a number of clay pits beyond where we used to take the dogs. Here was plenty of 
wild life. Once we went down into the bed of the R.Parrett near Dunball when the water was low making sure the 
Bore wasn’t due. A person to watch out for was P.C. Gange, based at Cannington, who did his beat on his bicycle. 
Woe-betide anyone misbehaving! After a while we moved into a cottage, Quantock View, which Mr Wills bought 
and rented to us. It was half way between Bridgwater and Chilton Trinity. The docks were still in use then and we 
often saw boats apparently sailing through the fields along the R.Parrett. 

 
 A few odd memories of Bridgwater: The sheep market held in West Street with its sloping sides, on 
Wednesdays, the sheep in the early days being driven on the road. The Carnival, of course when fireworks, 
particularly bangers, were thrown amongst the crowd, sometimes even being put in pockets! Although I don’t 
remember the Cornhill bonfire I do remember one outside the Blue Boar pub in Penel Orlieu. The fair in the last 
week of September still held. Boats at West Quay and the telescopic bridge (black bridge) over the river which 
allowed them through. This was put over and retracted each day, allowing the trains to cross from the “Clink” as it 
was called to the yard by the docks. Under the Dome at the Cornhill was the British Restaurant, which provided 
quite good meals at reasonable cost. 

 
 *(I know it snowed in January 1940 – I was born on the 15th. and have always been told I came into the 
world at a most inconvenient time as my Aunt had to cycle in the snow to alert the midwife! – Ed. Old Morganians’ 
newsletter.) 

 
Ron in 
1955 
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A bit more correspondence from June 2012 which I seem to have passed over somehow and which came 
handwritten from the older Trevor Davies, in Wembdon: “Dear Geoff, having been a Society member it was a 
pleasure to receive my first newsletter, Very Informative, well done! (new bigger hat required here again – Ed!) I 
was in Clive’s year at DMS and remember him and your father who appears with my parents in a photo taken at a 
sports day ?1948? (Clive is my brother, My  dad at a  DMS sports day!? I don’t think so, in fact definitely not, so 
memories playing tricks again there, try another lad, Trevor! – Ed.) My wife nee Margaret Dosson remembers 
being at Durleigh Sunday School with you and Clive and you may recall her father’s shop in the High Street where 
we bought our uniforms. Seeing a photo of Percy Gillard reminded me of an embarrassing incident in my first year 
when individual pupils photos were taken. I took mine home and my mother decided she did not like it and made 
me take it back. Having chosen what I thought was a good time to visit the Secretary’s office I was shocked to find 
Percy in there. I explained that my mother had returned the photo and therefore would not pay for it. Percy said 
‘What does she think you are, an ADONIS. My booouy?’ I crept away and, of course, have never forgotten it! 
Keep up the good work and hope we shall meet at the Dinner.” …(Many thanks for those recollections Trevor, and, 
yes, of course we personally remember Margaret, and all DMS lads of that age remember Dossons in the High 
Street in Bridgwater, don’t we? – Ed.) 
 
It remains for me to say that we have not yet got to any of the 2013 correspondence so I still need to catch up in 
future newsletters. Last time (Oct. 2013), by my mistake, all the pages of our Oct 2007 “Lost Old Boys” lists 
(with some later corrections) went out to you, instead of just the first two sheets! I hope that some of you may be 
able to ferret out where some of these ‘lost boys’, have gone. As these were “Association” lists and we now have 
previous “Society” members also reading this newsletter, I hope for more news and guidance – and correction of 
any errors the lists may contain!– Ed.  
 
Important News: We welcome Roger Richards as our new OM secretary as from our committee 
meeting of 28th October last. His school memories are on page 3 here, and his full contact details 
are on our website, drmorgans.com . His tel. No. is 01249 716263 and Dick will be advising for the 
near future. Both will be on the committee.  
 
An appeal from the committee – If you have any DMS memorabilia (not too many old ‘Morganian Mags!) could 
you please telephone Bill King and discuss loan or exhibition on Dinner night. House badges very welcome! (or 
wear one if you have one.) 
 
In October, there was an item on TV News re new installations of what we believe to be the development of Cyber 
Knife equipment appealed for by Ron Peberdy’s widow – if anyone has more details please let the OM Newsletter 
Editor know. 
 

PLEASE NOTE THAT THE OLD MORGANIANS Website Address is drmorgans.com and it has been totally 
updated by its producer, Greg Kett (son of DMS Old Boy, Clive Kett), who runs Ravenswood Media. 
 
Old Morganians President: Bryan Lancastle. 
Old Morganians Committee: Treasurer  Mike Dodden  01278 423890 mob: 07540052982 for late dinner 
cancellations;  e-mail: mdodden@aol.com ;  
New OM Sec:Roger Richards, 3 The Crescent, Corsham, Wilts, SN13 9FT. 01249 716263  rognsue@hotmail.co.uk 
Minutes Sec: Tony Wilkins. Chairman: Bill King 01278 456405; Colin Brown; Ray Haines; Brian Scott; Ralph Sealey; 
Paul Williams, Dick Raymond 01278 686509.  
NB: Contact Mike Dodden if you require a 2014 membership/dinner application form or go online as above. 
 
Material For Newsletter. Please write, phone, or e-mail, to Geoff Marchant, 37 Mendip Road, Yatton, North Somerset, BS49 4HR. 
Tel: 01934 834550  E-mail: Please send to yattonmarchants2010@hotmail.co.uk   Photos can be sent to this e-mail address but bear 
in mind that we still produce a black & white newsletter for a large number of our members who either have no e-mail address, or 
whose e-mail addresses are out of date on our information listing. Therefore, please do not send large colour photos, or black & 
white ones of extremely high resolution, say in excess of 300kB. Thanks for all contributions to the newsletter – do please keep 
them coming. I especially need career / life history articles and reminiscences of the old school days. Geoff. Marchant, Newsletter 
Editor 


